The Energy Policy Fellow Program (EPFP) — a partnership between the NC State University Department of Public Administration and the North Carolina Clean Energy Technology Center (NCCETC) — combines one year of graduate funding, research mentorship, and professional experience in energy policy into a competitively-awarded fellowship.

As part of the EPFP, one matriculating first-year Master of Public Administration (MPA) student will be selected to receive a graduate stipend for their first year of study and will work as a graduate assistant with faculty conducting energy policy research. Following the completion of their first year in the MPA program, the fellow will be placed into an internship with the NCCETC. Timing and duration of the internship will be negotiable based on the preferences of the Fellow and NCCETC staff, and may include both paid and/or for-credit arrangements.

**Application Instructions**

To be considered for the EPFP, interested students must apply and be admitted to the MPA program. There are no separate application requirements for the fellowship itself, but interested students should indicate their interest in the EPFP in their personal statement.

Qualifying students will be evaluated for the EPFP based upon past academic performance, evidence of excellent writing skills, documented ability to work independently, past experience or familiarity with U.S. energy policy, and the relationship between the EPFP and a student’s long-term professional and academic goals.

Interested students may contact Dr. Christoper Galik by emailing csgalik@ncsu.edu for more information.

APPLY ONLINE: [GO.NCSU.EDU/EPFP-APPLY-NOW](GO.NCSU.EDU/EPFP-APPLY-NOW)